PRIVATE FORECASTING AND GOVERNMENT
POLICY STABILITY

Jerry L. Jordan

uiite wmension, tue mraneoiis are suojecumo enange unuer aiternamive
assumptions about such factors as the purchasing power of money,
interest rates, exchange rates, and tax rates.
We make decisions; therefore, we do Ibrecast. Because clmange is
inevitable, fbrecasting is inevitable. The only thing certain about
time future is that it will not be the same as the past. Individuals have
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The least useful piece of information to the private forecaster is
the intent of the policymakers. It is helpful to distinguish between
policies as statements of policymakers’ intent and policy actions as
what is actually done. Such terms as “easing” or “tightening” often

represent nothing more than an expression of intent. Actions to
achieve intended conditions may have quite different effects.,

agents in market economies operates as a vast system continuously
creating and disseminating new information. Acquisition and interpretation of these flows of new information modifies private opportunity sets and expectations of future conditions. These revisions
induce pervasive adjustments in behavior.

One is reminded of the Heisenberg uncertainty principle in phys-

upon

to execute policies fully reflecting the moral requirements of

the “common good” on the basis of their mysterious possession of
full knowledge ofall the relevant factors..The pervasive occurrence
in various forms of these ideas . . . should not blind us to their
falsehood as statements about the world in which we live. The

people operating the political institutions possess no superior
rnn’wlcu-lff,~t~lmn,itfitn nrnon,.~c ti. tm,~infl,,nnrp,~ L~nrlannc.rnllu iin’n-

versely, when the government controls an activit;, much more infor-

mation must be collected and centralized, hut this information is
expensive and somnetimes not available. The information is necessarily aggregated and averaged; itaccounts forvariations amnong individ—
uals in only the crudest ways. This fact places another limit on the
;ibilitv of tIie f’(IverlmflI(Lnt to Achieve its uioals.

which the economy, or at least its market sectors, may properly be
regarded as a seliregulating system. In what respects does it, or
does it not, behave in such fashion? Flow well, or badly, do its

“automatic’’ meclmanisms perform?
Leijonhufvud’s questions apply equally well today.
Much earlier, F. A. Hayek (1945) and W. H. Hutt ([1939] 1977)

on transactions costs and on inlormation costs, since aim persons
accept the same money and are aware of its value. There also are
arguments for a monopoly money supply, since the use of’ only one

type of nioney in an economy will reduce information costs. But
what sort of monetary policy is consistent with the spirit of the
Cot
and yet responsive to income stabilization concerns?

“Uapitalism may not be a perlect economic System, but it is much
better than all the alternatives.” Nevertheless, we see many of our
fellow economists advocate governmental policies in ways that suggest either they do not believe that private is better, or they do not

like the outcome of a nongovernmental approach. If economists do
not consistently profess the virtues and superiority of a market econ-

During the IUSOs, we witnessed less government regulation of
domestic industries than in the previous two decades, but more
political sentiment for governmental intervention in international
trade. We saw the Reagan administration in its first term extol the
virtues of the magic of the marketplace, then in its second term
advocate old-fashioned pump priming ofaggregate demand to speed
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THE CASE FOR MARKET-BASED FORECASTING

Lawrence A. Kudlow

Why Forecasts Fail
One of the reasons econometric models do not work, never have
worked, and, in my view, never will work, is tlmat economics itself
is simply not a Newtonian physical science. Professionals, aeadem;,.,..,.,..1...1:.,..,~,,l...,,,.
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of money supply and money demand, We cannot focus on only the
supply of money, because, after all, the ultimate game is to get
inflation as close to zero as possible. I believe we can achieve zero
inflation by raising the domestic purchasing power, or value, of our
money, which is largely a function of the demand for money. I do
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whereby the value of the domestic dollar is linked to gold and

whereby the supply of dollars created by the Fed is basically linked
to a yardstick called gold. When the Fed operated in this Bretton
Woods fashion in 1989 and 1990, the money supply was, on average,

well controlled. M2 growth was about 4 percent, nominal GNP
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I am not attacking monetarism, which is, after all, the study of
money. The Federal Reserve controls our money supply, however

it is defined. But there is good monetarism and bad monetarism. Bad
monetarism says we are going to fine-tune the monetary aggregates
or some measure ofthe quantity of money to hit some artificial target.
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